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HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 61 - WHAT ARROGANCE 

  Chapter 61 

  Seven or eight luxury cars of different colors were parked in front of the Lu family's door, like 

guards, blocking the exit. 

  Even though she was still wearing a weak hearing device, she could still hear the noisy sounds 

coming from inside the villa. 

  It was quite noisy. 

  Black Chicken turned back over and looked at her with an enquiring gaze, "Boss, should we 

continue to investigate the cause of Lu Qintian's death?" 

  Ever since the last meeting with Lu Òfis, his boss ordered to stop all investigations into the Lu 

family. 

  Thousand indistinct looked at the slim figure in the doorway that was lonely and untrained, and 

said in a shallow voice: "It depends on her, how to choose." 

  The black chicken pressed the horn, attracting the short-haired girl at the door. 

  Lu ÒÒ fish is still a casual and wild dress, only short hair is not styled, looks less flamboyant than 

before. 

  She came with a wild, unrestrained, misanthropic face and stopped in front of the car door. 

  The blinding sunlight made her squint, "It's okay if you want me to join your research group, but I 

have a few conditions." 

  Thousand indistinct look bland: "Say it." 

  "First, I don't do research with your group, what needs to be done, you just tell me, I'll do my part 

myself, second, like you said before, help me take back Lu's, third, my teacher's lab, can't be handed 

over to you." 

  Her voice was as arrogant and light-hearted as her appearance. 

  Black chicken did not hold back, lowered his head and pursed his lips, holding back his laughter. 

  This is not openly slaughtering his boss? 

  Sneak to see how the boss looks like ...... 

  The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who have been in the business for a long time. 

  Well, as always, the unperturbed, calm and relaxed, so that people can not understand what is 

thinking. 

  At that moment, Tang Qianzhu's voice rang out, "Black chicken, drive." 



  Lu ÒÒ fish eyelids snapped open, "You do not even think about it?" 

  Thousand indistinct raised his eyes, the corners of his mouth held a gentle and quiet smile: "The 

person who needs to consider is you, obviously, you have already made a decision, then there is no 

need for me to waste time." 

  As she watched the car slowly drive away, Lu ÒÒàÅçºº's pretty face was stained with resentment 

and anger. 

  This was the first time she met such a person. 

  How dare he refuse to give in at all! 

  What arrogance! 

  However, if she were to give up the lab, wouldn't she be breaking her promise to her teacher? 

  However, Lu's is the heart and soul of her father and mother, and she must take it back. 

  If she relied on herself, she had no chance of winning. 

  --- 

  After the car drove away, Black Chicken finally laughed out loud. 

  "Boss, you are also too desperate, are classmates a, give her some face well." 

  The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're doing. 

  "No, no, I don't deserve it." 

  He said, while taking out a bottle of yogurt and handing it back, his mouth kept saying, "When I was 

investigating LuÒÒ, I found an interesting thing, her sister, Lu Xinqing, actually let someone tease LuÒ at 

school, throwing her books, letting the dog poop in the table, and also let someone take out the 

homework LuÒ handed in, causing the teacher to think she had not handed in her homework. This 

sister, so bad." 

  Tang Qianzhong's thoughts went back to that day when Lu ÒÒfishing snapped at her. 

  The reason was that Lu Òfishing thought that she had ruined her desk. 

  With Lu Òfishing's temper, she really acted impulsively and fucked up with her classmate. 

  This classmate, who happened to be her, Tang Qianzhong. 

  The end of the matter, Lu Òfishing was wrestled by her, self-punishment, and was also taught a 

lesson by the head teacher. 

  In this way, it happens to be exactly what some people want. 

  It turns out that, in an invisible way, she, Tang Qianzhu, has also been reduced to the gun in Lu 

Xinqing's hand. 

  "Everything, there is always a price." She gave a shallow cry. 



  Black chicken scalp slightly tingling, heart for Lu Xinqing, silently lit a row of candles. 

  --. 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 62 - SOMEONE IS CHASING HER 

  Chapter 62 

  After finishing her business, Tang Qianzhong went back to Sheng'an Temple to visit Master Songya. 

  The tranquility of the mountain relaxed her nerves. 

  Lying on the rocking bed under the tree, she lay down for more than an hour. 

  Before going down the mountain, Master sent her to the entrance of the temple. 

  Handed her a peace blessing, "This is what my master specially got for nineteen, you send it to 

him." 

  Thousand indistinct looked at the peace amulet in her palm and abruptly held it, "I know." 

  Master smiled, "Then I'll wait for you to bring him back to celebrate my master's birthday ah." 

  "Definitely." 

  Master Songya smiled so much that the folds of his eyes were coming out, "Good, with your words, 

I am relieved, go, take care of safety." 

  When he came down from the mountain, it was evening, the sky was full of residual haze, the light 

was bright. 

  "Boss, are you hungry, which one do you want to eat?" 

  He did not get a response from Tang Qianzhong, thought she was asleep, turned around, only to 

find that she was looking at her phone. 

  It just so happened that he also came to the phone, so he concentrated on answering it. 

  Thousand indistinct stared at the message from Liao Yan and got caught up in thought. 

  【Teacher Liao: indistinct, the teacher has cooked some good food, your brother is also back, come 

over and eat. 

  Thousand indistinct thought for a moment, he had nothing to do later, so he planned to answer. 

  At this time, the black chicken suddenly on the emergency brake. 

  Thousand indistinct gripped the phone tightly and looked up, "What for?" 

  "Boss, it's the distress computer of Lu Òfishing, someone is chasing her." 

  Tang Qianzhu frowned, "What did she say?" 

  "She said she would agree to cooperate, as long as we can keep her lab." 



  The reversal came so quickly, the corner of Qianzhuo's lips hooked, eyes, meaningful look at the 

black chicken. 

  "What did you do?" 

  Black chicken hands: "wronged ah boss, I did not do anything, those people definitely did not find 

me to go, you know, before we checked, there are indeed people watching her ah." 

  "Just kidding, so excited?" Thousand indistinct raised his eyebrows, his tone light and airy. 

  Black chicken wiped a cold sweat, "You'd better stop joking, like you, joking will get people killed." 

  "Get the people over there to move out." 

  "Yes." 

  The incident is far from this side, black chicken accelerated to drive for more than an hour to reach 

the destination. 

  However, the scene was also fought for more than an hour before it stopped. 

  The incident occurred in the suburbs within the woods, no one around. 

  When the two arrived, there were three cars parked in front of them, one crashed into a tree and 

dented the front end, another car cover has been lifted and is smoking, and one looks intact, but the 

front end, has been driven to the edge of the cliff. 

  The good thing is, the car door has opened, the people inside have come out. 

  Not far from the car, the wounded Lu ÒÒfishing is sitting on the ground with clothes spread out, 

next to ten tall and powerful men, surrounding her with warmth. 

  When the car appeared, the eleven men looked back. 

  When they got out of the car and walked over, the ten men immediately opened a road, each with 

their heads bowed, very obedient. 

  Lu ÒÒ fish looked at this neatly dressed, beautiful-looking long-haired girl in front of him, how, also 

no imagination, she will be the boss of this group of people. 

  "I thought it over ......" 

  "Not busy." Thousand indistinct lightly smiled, then made a wink, let the bystanders help her up, 

"back to our Lu home, and then talk about business." 

  Black Chicken's face changed slightly, then had an epiphany and immediately instructed someone 

to bring Lu Òfis to the car. 

  Subsequently, the two of them also returned to the car. 

  A group of people, within a few minutes, left this secluded place. 

  The scene shifted, and within a certain hidden and dark path, a car was parked. 



HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 63: THE MAN IS CAUGHT 

  Chapter 63 

  Inside the car. 

  Old Yu's face was uneasy, "Young master, how did this child, Qianzhu, get mixed up with them?" 

  Tonight, suddenly with the news of Qingxue Yinhuo, he came along with the young master and 

happened to see two groups of people in a choke match. 

  Their people didn't get involved up there because they didn't expect that another person would 

suddenly appear. 

  They chose to wait and see what would happen. 

  Unexpectedly, watching and watching, they saw an "accident". 

  The explosive "accident". 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the public. 

  At this time, the driving Xu Xiaomo Xu assistant, pulled the old Yu's clothes, said, "Uncle, that is the 

boyfriend of Miss Thousand indistinct, surnamed Lu, called Lu Yan, is the president of a listed company, 

may have a friendship with Lu Ò fish just now, it is clear that his people saved Lu Ò fish." 

  "Ah ...... is the boyfriend ah ......" old Yu the corner of the eye, can not help but look to the back 

seat. 

  "It's a pity that a good and delicate flower was picked by another family first." 

  "Uncle, why do you say that?" The light of gossip radiated from Assistant Xu's eyes. 

  As the assistant of Feng Xin, his brain is not ordinary people can compare, naturally also heard the 

subtext in the old Yu's words, can not help, want to know more. 

  Old Yu also came to be interested, "It's like this ......" 

  "Tonight can not catch clear snow yin fire, you will stay here to guard." 

  Cold male voice, immediately let the front two people's smile stiffened. 

  Assistant Xu was busy saying, "Sorry boss, I didn't mean to gossip about your personal affairs." 

  Lao Yu: "Young master ah, I also did not mean to laugh at you to start later than others, you do not 

bother with me this greasy uncle ah." 

  Feng Xin: "......" 

  A second later, he slowly spoke, "Find out the relationship between LuÒÒ and Qing Yin Fire, and 

send someone to keep an eye on LuÒ recently." 

  Lao Yu nodded, "Yes." 



  As he was talking, assistant Xu suddenly looked tight, touched the headset and listened for a 

moment, then reported, "Boss, the person was caught!" 

  --- 

  Two cars escorting Black Chicken's car drove slowly on the national highway in the suburbs. 

  Inside the car, black chicken relaxed some vigilance, "boss, just now is someone watching?" 

  Tang Qianzhong gave a "hmm". 

  "Who is it?" 

  "Drive your car." 

  The black chicken was defeated. 

  So strange, his boss, actually did not tell him. 

  However, this also proves that it has nothing to do with their business. 

  Black Chicken didn't think much about it and concentrated on driving. 

  The first thing they did was to send her to the hospital. 

  The matter of cooperation was finalized in this way. 

  The company's main goal is to provide a solution to the problem. 

  After having something to eat outside, she went back to the Feng family. 

  The medical research team now has one more person, and with the support of Professor Xu's 

results, it is considered to have made more progress. 

  But her heart didn't fall completely, half of her mind was still on Feng Xin's underground nest. 

  That night, it only checked the paper, did not look at his computer. 

  In fact, this matter, if you can talk to him spread out, is the fastest solution. 

  But, on the contrary, she did not grasp. 

  Not to say, still can find a look, said, a high probability, will be driven out as a heart. 

  To put it bluntly, their relationship has not yet reached that point, can not speak from the heart. 

  Thinking about it, she took out the peace amulet from her pocket. 

  After thinking about it for a while, she took it and walked directly towards his room. 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 64 EATING FROM THE BOWL AND WATCHING THE POT 

  Chapter 64: Eating from the bowl and looking at the pot 

  Unexpectedly, just after walking to the door, I saw Feng Xin, who was walking down with his 

Samoyed. 



  He stopped at a certain level of stairs and looked down from above, "So late, only back?" 

  Tang Qianzhong narrowed his eyes, how to feel, this has a strange taste. 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. 

  "There are some things to deal with, so it's a little late." She said. 

  Feng Xin continued to come down, "Upstairs, want to find me?" 

  Cough cough cough ...... 

  Tang Qianzhong had a feeling that she didn't know what to say. 

  Why did she feel that this man was going to think too much again? 

  "Yes, today went back to the temple, the master has something for me to give to you." She said. 

  Feng Xin's indifferent eyes sent a little over this way and saw the peace talisman in her hand. 

  "I don't need this thing." 

  With these words, he made a gesture and let the dog run over towards the sports field by himself, 

and he, too, lifted his steps towards that side. 

  Tang Qianzhong looked at the top of the stairs, thought for a moment, and suddenly changed his 

mind. 

  The company also followed him and went over. 

  Although it is a private sports field, but the equipment is complete, the field is also large enough. 

  The dog is obviously very used to running around in such places, and as soon as he came in, he ran 

towards the toy house and dragged his toys out by chewing on them. 

  Feng Xin was standing right here, walking unhurriedly, giving it a gesture, a movement every now 

and then, to make it do something to react. 

  Tang Qianzhong intercepted his way and put the peace talisman in his hand in front of his eyes, "It's 

for you, just take it." 

  Feng Xin still didn't take it. 

  He slightly lowered his eyes, "shoes, why so dirty?" 

  Tang Qianzhong looked down and saw his shoes with a little mud. 

  It should be on the dirt road in the countryside. 

  "Walking on the mountain road, it's inevitable." She said. 

  "Sheng'an Temple road is flat, there are no dirt roads inside and outside the temple." He said very 

plainly. 



  Tang Qianzhong's eyebrows wrinkled, did this person want to tell about her going to the 

countryside? 

  What does it have to do with him? 

  He is not not nosy? 

  Just then, Samoyed chewed a bag with a dozen balls over, in front of him, and tried to bite up two 

balls. 

  As a result, after biting one, he dropped one. 

  Seal string squatted down, picked up a ball, face indifferent to the dog said: "Since you bit one, do 

not covet the second, eat the bowl and look at the pot, in the end will only get an empty." 

  Samoyed: "???" 

  Tang Qianjiao: "???" 

  She came to look for an opportunity to talk to him, to see if the situation can get some words, but 

now look at the situation, or forget it. 

  The first thing you need to do is to say that you are wrong, and you will make him think more. 

  "I'll put the stuff here, whether you want it or not is up to you." 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services. 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. 

  Finally, he picked up the peace amulet, and suddenly, he touched something. 

  A small, round pill stuck in the triangular-shaped peace talisman, only a centimeter in size, round 

shape, gray-black. 

  A fragrance, the nose, smells very comfortable, like being in the fresh air after the rain. 

  Twisting the small pearl-like pill of incense, he fell into deep thought. 

  --- 

  After taking a shower, Tang Qianzhong sat down at the desk, took out the unfinished red rope 

bracelet, and continued the last process of work. 

  The red rope was wrapped with transparent beads, which could be opened, and she put small 

incense beads of different colors inside each one. 

  However, there was one missing. 

  After looking for a while, she remembered the peace amulet. 

  Most likely, it is stuck inside. 

  While she was thinking this, the door was suddenly knocked on. 



HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 65 - BE MY GIRLFRIEND 

  Chapter 65 

  Opening the door, it was Feng Xin. 

  "Something wrong?" Thousand indistinct held the door handle, not opening it. 

  "What is this?" 

  Feng Xin handed the small pill twisted in his hand to her with a rather curious look in his eyes. 

  Sure enough, it was in his hand. 

  Thousand indistinct eyebrow peak slightly raised, "the girl's little thing, you interested?" 

  Feng Xin's eyes really raised a bit, casually put something into her palm, "Next time don't be so 

presumptuous." 

  Within a few seconds of silence, his eyes deepened slightly. 

  She thought he had something more to say and waited. 

  Unexpectedly, the next second, he was gone. 

  Thousand indistinct leaned against the door, idly looking at him as he walked away. 

  This man, a bit strange. 

  Not long after, she closed the door, put the small pill inside the pearl, the string of bracelets, then 

completed. 

  She shook the string of bracelets, thought about it, and contacted Black Chicken. 

  [Send a message back to the auction company and say that you will participate.] 

  --- 

  On Monday, after two English classes, it was math class again. 

  The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the website. 

  Pull open the drawer, the inside suddenly clattered out several letters. 

  "Crap, crap, crap, crap, crap, crap, you can ah, so many love letters." Xu Youzheng, who was 

wearing a big back hair, stared in awe. 

  He bent down and picked up a few letters and put them on the table, "All too vulgar, you look at 

mine look at mine." 

  He smiled playfully, then from that malnourished chest, pulled out a small box of black love, and 

mysteriously raised it in front of Tang Qianzhong, "Will will will!" 



  He opened that box, inside emerged a little piggy in a swan dress, the piggy exposed two pieces of 

farts, maintaining a ballet classic cross-legged dance posture, with the music tinkling, the little piggy also 

slowly turning in a circle, with the music box a reason. 

  Xu You are humming along with the music, "Be my girlfriend, be my girlfriend, be my girlfriend ......" 

  Tang Qianzhong indifferently watched him bounce around, then, head tilted, the line of sight 

looked behind him, lightly said: "Teacher Yan, he harassed me." 

  Xu Youzheng suddenly petrified, the whole person, still maintaining a single leg crossed, hands 

raised music box dancing posture. 

  When he heard this, he turned back mechanically. 

  Just turn back, head ushered in Yan Su book slapped, "Xu Youzheng!" 

  "Old, teacher, you listen to me ......" 

  "Shut up! In two days on the monthly exam, you still have the heart to talk about love, I tell you, 

this monthly exam if you fail, next month's parent-teacher conference, I will be in class, name and 

shame you, see if your parents have a face! And you two, Tang Qianzhong! That's right, and Shi Cheng 

Anan, you don't think I don't know that you are not reading in class are looking at Feng Chuchu 

classmate ah, really, you guys really piss me off." 

  The harsh scolding sound spread around, the students in the first class are watching the show like 

looking outside. 

  Lin Wenyu desk, math books stand up, just to cover the body of the phone she is surreptitiously 

filming. 

  The phone only reveals the camera part, shooting outside, will Yan Su's words, word for word shot 

in. 

  The next second, she turned her hand and sent it to her mother, Yun Ruyi. 

  [Mom, cousin actually early love.] 

  --The next moment, she sent it to her mother, Yun Ruyi. 

  The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who have been in the business for a long time. 

  The number of people who have voted for the protagonist and the number of people who have 

published [request for more] in the comment section reaches more than fifty, and they can also add 

more. 

  Other platforms (xx and the starting point and pupu) of the partners can also leave more messages, 

specific requirements, these three places have a new fifteen people's comments, will also add more. 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 66 - MIND YOUR CHILDREN 

  Chapter 66 

  On the other side, Yun Ruyi, who was shopping with a few noble women, soon received a message. 



  "Ouch." She covered her mouth in surprise. 

  The three noblewomen on the side all stopped in their tracks when they saw this reaction from her. 

  "Mrs. Tang, you've seen something remarkable, why this reaction?" Mrs. Xu said. 

  Yun Ruyi covered up and laughed, "It's nothing." 

  The gorgeously dressed woman on the side, Xu Xu glanced at Yun Ruyi with those eyes slowly, "If 

it's not something unseemly, it's okay to say it, if it's ......" 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the public. 

  The video in her hand was forwarded to the group. 

  A few people, with the mindset of watching the show slowly click on the video, when the video 

near the end, three noblewomen, two turned pale. 

  Only a Mrs. Zhou covered her mouth ouch, surprised, the corners of the eyes flowing with the 

playful amusement, holding back, did not laugh out. 

  "I said why my son's grades have not been going up, so it's all because of this child named Tang 

Qianzhong!" 

  "Aigoo, Mrs. Xu, you say this, this kind of thing a slap it does not ring ah, if your son Xu Youzheng is 

not so meaningful, this Tang Qianzhu is capable of being a waste of time ah." Mrs. Zhou said. 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. 

  Mrs. Xu's face was tense, and her breath came out of her nostrils, "What's the use of making 

amends to me? You'd better put more effort into controlling your children, otherwise, I'll do it for you." 

  Yun Ruyi is difficult, "Mrs. Xu, you do not know, I also have the heart, ah, now the child does not 

live in the Tang family, in the Feng family, we want to control but also can not reach out ah." 

  A few people were talking, and then they put their eyes on Mrs. Feng. 

  Mrs. Feng was also disturbed by the video, just now she had a proud peacock-like posture, but 

since then she looked like an annoyed pheasant, "What are you looking at me for? She has long since 

stopped living in my West Court, and now it's the second son who is in charge of her." 

  She wrinkled her eyebrows and added, "This Shi Cheng'an is also the same as her, she doesn't know 

shame. It seems that I have to find Mrs. Shi for tea and ask her to teach me how to control her son, 

actually chasing my Chu Chu sticky so shamelessly." 

  Mrs. Zhou laughed again, "No, right, Mrs. Feng, how do I remember that both of your families are 

interested in setting them up?" 

  "That's his father's intention, my intention, is to let our family Chu Chu get along with Shi Haihan, 

the eldest young master of the Shi family, not this little one." 

  Mrs. Zhou, who was watching the hilarity, tsked twice, "The college entrance exams are next June, I 

really don't know what these kids are thinking." 



  Mrs. Xu said, "There will be a parents' meeting next month, no, I have to find some teachers to 

make up for the kids, I can't afford to lose face, Mrs. Tang, give me Tang Qianzhong's contact 

information, I have to talk to her." 

  Yun Ruyi hesitated for a moment and gave it. 

  After such an incident, several people were not in the mood to shop any further, so they all 

dispersed. 

  The first wife of the Feng family, Yu Huiqi, was the first to leave, she rushed to the Shi family to find 

Mrs. Shi to talk about this matter. 

  After that, Mrs. Xu also left. 

  Then only one Mrs. Zhou and Yun Ruyi remained, and the two continued to stroll together. 

  --The two of them continued shopping together. 

  There will be more later 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 67: WHERE DID SHE GO WRONG? 

  Chapter 67 

  Yu Huiqiu stayed at the Shi family's house for half an hour and told Mrs. Shi all about the situation. 

The other party couldn't say anything in the face of her son's unwatchable results. 

  Yu Huiqiu was slightly relieved before returning to the Feng Residence. 

  The first thing she did was to go to the East Garden. 

  At the same time, Qiao Shiwan had just finished her cooking class and asked the driver to send the 

chef out. 

  Looking at the time, she was ready to go do some yoga, and before she could turn around, she 

heard someone shouting at her. 

  The voice smelled like smoke. 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. 

  "Sister-in-law is back from where?" 

  Yu Huiqi laughed strangely, "I watched a good show and came over to share it with you." 

  Qiao Shiwan raised her eyebrows and looked at the phone she handed over. 

  The video finished playing, and Qiao Shiwan also locked her eyebrows. 

  Yu Huiqi hummed, sneered: "I have long said not to take in this child, you see, to our Feng family 

trouble, now this Mrs. Xu ah, is to blame for your lax discipline, let Tang Qianzhu but drag her child 

back." 

  "It's too much." Qiao Shiwan stared at the video and shook her head. 



  "Class time, doing this kind of thing." She said again. 

  Yu Huiqi sneered, "Now you know that this girl is not good, it's better to persuade the old man to 

send the person back to the Tang family in a hurry, so as not to invite blackness to our Feng family again 

in the future." 

  Qiao Shiwan looked up and pointed at Xu Youzheng in the video and said, "This boy is not yet an 

adult, right? He belongs to harass our family indistinct ah, no no, Mrs. Xu is it, I have to change my 

clothes and go to talk to her." 

  Yu Huiqi laughed: "Sister-in-law, what the hell are you thinking? This is obviously Tang Qianzhong's 

fault." 

  "It's indistinct's fault? What's her fault? I heard this boy confess his love to her during class time, 

saying he wanted to chase her, so what, is it a fault that she's pretty? Is it also a fault to be chased?" 

  Yu Huiqi did not see the desired reaction, sneered: "You protect her, next month's parent-teacher 

conference, in front of all the parents to lose face, do not say you are our Feng family." 

  Saying that, she walked away with a cold face. 

  Qiao Shiwan didn't have time to pay attention to her, turned around and went to find her cell 

phone, seeking the phone number of the Xu family. 

  -The first day of school was over. 

  The morning after school, the school students come and go, hot and lively. 

  Tang Qianzhong came to the back door and got into Black Chicken's car. 

  She heard that someone was making trouble on her side, so she went over to see. 

  Black Chicken was about to report a bit of news to her, but was interrupted by the sound of her 

phone vibrating. 

  So, he wanted to wait for Tang Qianzhu to finish listening to the call, but to his surprise, the next 

second, Tang Qianzhu cut off the phone. 

  Didn't pick up. 

  "Boss, who's calling?" 

  "I don't know." 

  A string of unfamiliar calls, the probability is spam calls, she did not want to answer. 

  The other party also did not call again. 

  Black Chicken saw the situation, oh, then mentioned the business: "I had someone send the 

evidence collected to the board of directors and the side relatives of the Lu family, Lu Xinqing's position 

is now suspended by the board of directors, she was so anxious that she went to the hospital to settle 

the score with Lu Òfishing." 



  "Boss, I'll just let someone handle this point, you go eat first." 

  "No rush, go and have a look." Thousand indistinct faintly looked out the window, a glimpse of 

thought swept through his eyes. 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 68 - YOU GO TO HELL FIRST 

  Chapter 68 

  Hospital, inside a high-class ward. 

  The little nurse pushing the trolley was blocked by two bodyguards brought by Lu Xinqing at the 

door to prevent her from entering, with a difficult face. 

  "Please get out of the way, I need to change the patient's medicine and water." 

  Just then, a woman came out from inside, wearing a red dress, as well as a pair of twelve-

centimeter-high sky-hating heights, setting off her entire aura. 

  She looked coldly at the little nurse and said, "I am her family, she doesn't need an infusion now, 

we will call you when we need it, go about your business." 

  The nurse wrinkled her eyebrows, "You are not a doctor, it is up to the doctor to decide whether 

you need an infusion or not, please get out of the way, otherwise this will have a negative impact on the 

patient's recovery." 

  Lu Xinqing laughed, "Adverse effects? How bad is it? I'd like to hear about it." 

  The nurse was impatient, "Can't you see that the patient is not awake yet? If you stop the infusion 

like this, are you still a patient's family or not?" 

  Lu Xinqing got angry, "What are you, talking to me like this, you two, get people out." 

  Saying that, he closed the door. 

  Turned back, slowly, and walked to Lu Òfishing's hospital bed. 

  Lu ÒÒ has been in the hospital for more than a day, waking up only a handful of times, and almost 

every time she passes out quickly, in a very bad condition. 

  She had suffered quite serious injuries all over her body, and had also suffered blows to her brain, 

and recovery, for sure, would take some time to recuperate. 

  Lu Xinqing was satisfied to take a glance at her miserable condition and smiled, "My good sister, 

you just keep sleeping like this, in a moment I'll get you out of the hospital and go home, sister can let 

you sleep enough." 

  "Look at you, incurring so many enemies, without my hands, there are people who put you to 

death, Lu's handed over to you, can dad rest assured to sleep long in the ground? Do you think so?" 

  She laughed even harder. 

  At this moment, Lu Xinqing's fingers moved and, with difficulty, opened her eyes. 



  Lu Xinqing sat down with grace, "Awake, then, you should have heard what I just said." 

  "Lu's has nothing to do with you from now on, you know what to do, I will give you a sum of 

money, so that you can live a good life, if you dare to continue to go to the company to make trouble, I, 

will make you stay in the capital from now on, understand?" 

  Lu Xingyi sneered and said weakly, "Fine, in that case, then come over here, I'll make a request with 

you." 

  Lu Xinqing thought she had conceded, so she unhurriedly leaned down and put her ear over. 

  Unexpectedly, as soon as she lowered her body, her hair was pulled by Lu Xingyi, and the next 

second, her head was drenched with water! 

  Lu Xingyu smiled, her face was weak but her eyes were full of fearlessness: "You go to hell first, and 

then I will consider whether to promise to give you Lu's." 

  Lu Xinqing was so angry that her body trembled, and she hurriedly looked for water to splash over 

as well, wanting to take revenge, and just then, a voice came from outside the door. 

  "Eldest Miss, someone has come to visit Second Miss." 

  "No see!!!" 

  Lu Xinqing shouted in no good humor. 

  "It's Second Miss's classmate, Miss Tang Qianzhong." 

  Lu Xinqing was just about to refuse when she suddenly thought of something fiercely and changed 

her mind. 

  Turning back, she smiled coldly at Lu Xinqing: "In a moment, you'll have a good time." 

  She tidied up her grooming, and walked to the door. 

  Tang Qianzhu stood at the door, looking at Lu Xinqing, "Lu Xingyu, are you there?" 

  -- 
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  Chapter 69 

  Lu Xinqing turned her hand and closed the door of the ward. 

  Like a good sister, she took Tang Qianzhong's hand and said to her, "ÒThe situation of fish is a bit 

unstable now, it needs rest, wait for a while, wait for a while before going in, I have something to say, I 

want to talk to you." 

  "Talk to me?" 

  A faint interest surfaced in Thousand Indistinct's eyes. 



  Lu Xinqing nodded, "Well, you are Tang Qianjiao, right, I've heard of you, Òfishing often mentions 

you in our ears, here, I want to apologize to you for her ignorance." 

  "Apologize? Where do I start?" Tang Qianzhu looked at her. 

  Lu Xinqing said: "I heard about what happened last time, my sister deliberately broke your desk at 

school, and afterwards, she discussed with some bad students how to retaliate against you, and often 

went to the teacher to say bad things about you, alas, I have advised her, but she refused to listen, it's 

hard for you to come to see her, classmate, you are really a good person." 

  Tang Qianzhu raised her eyebrows slightly: "She is preparing to retaliate against me behind my 

back?" 

  Lu Xinqing nodded her head without hesitation. 

  Thousand indistinct slowly hooked his lips, silent, looking at her, eyes flooded with the slightest 

cold light. 

  It seems that this woman is using her as a gun and has become addicted to it. 

  She was not in a hurry, just lowered her eyes and thought for a moment, suddenly said: "Your 

husband, is his name Xu Fei?" 

  The smile at the corner of Lu Xinqing's mouth froze, how could she have imagined that the topic 

suddenly turned to her husband. 

  "That's right, he is my husband, why?" She said. 

  "Oh, nothing." Tang Qianzhong made a gesture to turn away her eyes. 

  Lu Xinqing saw that her eyes had the intention of dodging, so she became even more curious, "Just 

say what you want to say, don't hide it!" 

  "In that case, then okay." Thousand indistinct whispered a sentence, then gave the black chicken 

behind him, made a wink. 

  Lu Xinqing looked at him, suddenly widened his eyes, "You are not that lawyer who suddenly 

appeared that day?!" 

  The black chicken did not deny, "Well, it is exactly me, when I was helping Miss Lu Xinqing to 

investigate, I happened to find out that your husband Xu Fei cheated on you." 

  Black chicken came forward, took out the phone, clicked on the album, clicked inside a photo, 

zoomed in, "two days ago happened to run into Miss Lu's husband, found it interesting, so I took this 

scene." 

  In the photo, Xu Fei was strolling around a woman in a designer clothing store with his arm around 

her, in an intimate position. 

  Lu Xinqing's face turned white, almost did not stand still, no longer cared about other, picked up 

the bag and went out, while walking while taking out the phone to call Xu Fei. 



  The two bodyguards were also busy following. 

  Black chicken smiled, "Boss, with this woman's personality, will not stop until a day or two." 

  Tang Qianzhuo said: "The news to the media, by the way, Lu Xinqing bribed students to bully Lu 

ÒÒfis also published, no," she paused, suddenly, slowly lifted his lips: "all her black materials are 

exposed, let her good sisters well, behind their backs, how many good things she has done. " 

  Black chicken nodded. 

  His heart aches for Lu Xinqing zero point zero one second, using who is not good, but took 

advantage of his boss. 

  His boss, but never a soft persimmon to pinch. 

  Qian Zhun came to the hospital bed, looked at the pale Lu Xinqing and said, "Good condition." 

  Lu Nailfish laughed: "I'm dying of pain, how can you see that I'm in good shape?" 

  Thousand indistinct raised an eyebrow: "You still know how to talk back, it seems that you can be 

discharged from the hospital in the afternoon." 

  Lu Nailfish slowed down his breath and said, "When I get better, I will report to your lab, but Lu's 

must be taken back as soon as possible, I worry, these bitches will secretly transfer my Lu's property." 
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  Chapter 70 

  Lu Nailfish slowed down her breath and said, "When I get better, I will report to your lab, but, Lu's 

must be taken back as soon as possible, I am worried, these bitches will secretly transfer my Lu family 

property." 

  Black Chicken said, "Don't worry, since you signed the contract, our boss let people start working 

on this matter of you, you just get well, no need to worry." 

  Lu ÒÒÒ was not expecting them to move so fast, a little surprised. 

  She froze for a moment and said, "Thank you." 

  Black Chicken suddenly froze for a moment, not quite adapting. 

  He laughed twice, "So you little girl can say thank you too." 

  Lu ÒÒfishes white glance at him, "Just a courtesy." 

  After saying that, his gaze turned back to Qianzhu, "The lab stuff, where did you transfer it to?" 

  "A safe place." Thousand indistinct does not elaborate. 

  Lu ÒÒÒ said, "That is my teacher's research results for more than ten years, he was committed to 

an experiment to develop the potential of the human brain during his lifetime, and has achieved 

considerable results, I think, if he is still alive, he will be happy to cooperate with you." 



  Thousand indistinct eyes raised, "You mean, you want me to allocate people to you to continue this 

research?" 

  Lu Nailfish said, "Even if you don't help me, I will still find opportunities to continue it later." 

  "There is no need to be so troublesome, I have read Professor Xu's report on this research, and it 

has something in common with my current project, after you get involved, you will be responsible for 

the special research on this piece in the group, don't worry about the funding, as long as it is conducive 

to the research, I will respond to any request." 

  Her voice is shallow and soft, with a calmness that does not belong to this age group, which makes 

the heart of Lu ÒÒfis slightly surprised. 

  The first time I thought about it, she could make such a big man willingly called "boss", is not an 

ordinary person. 

  The only thing is, how strong is she to be able to say the words "I will respond to your request" so 

calmly and without changing her face? 

  The nurse then came in to change Lu's medicine. 

  After the medicine was changed, it was time for dinner. 

  Outside, seven or eight girls dressed as little girls came chattering. 

  The nurse was alarmed and went out after doing her job. 

  "Sister fish, are you okay, crap crap crap, so many bandages, the injury is so serious ah, which no 

eyes dare to move to your head." Dyed a purple hair sister, angry is such a sentence. 

  The other side of the school uniform jacket into a waistless short-sleeved wear girl cold a face, 

gritting her teeth and said: "Find out, kill her!" 

  The others nodded their heads. 

  Lu Ò fish is eating porridge, heard these words, did not have the good grace to raise his eyes, "Do 

not affect my appetite." 

  "Sister fish, you are not in school, the school of those things are not in charge, the school next door 

to see us without a head, last night also came to provoke, see my heart is burning." 

  "By the way, Sister Fish, we just ran into Tang Qianzhu, so coincidentally, she also came to see 

you?" 

  "Tang Qianzhu? How come I didn't see it just now? Damn, did she do it? Last time she dared to 

embarrass our sister Fish in front of so many people at school." 

  "Damn, get her!" The others were not calm. 

  Lu ÒÒÒ put down her spoon, her eyes intimidatingly fierce, "Listen to me well, in the future, when 

you see Tang Qianzhong, just like you see me, treat me the same way as you treat her." 

 


